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INTRODUCTION
Darul Uloom Arabic College, established in 1871 by Koyappathodi Muhammed Kutty Sahib,
is the first minority institution in Kerala and aided Arabic College affiliated to University
of Calicut, approved by UGC in 2010. It was originally affiliated to the University of Madras
in 1944. Following the formation of the united Kerala in 1956, the University of Kerala
granted permanent affiliation to the College and has been under the University of
Calicut since 1973. The college has been included in the 2(f) &12(B) category of UGC since
2010. And it has been recognized as an Institution with minority status by the National
Commission for Minority Educational Institutions.
The college is situated in Vazhakkad, Malappuram District which has a lower Gross
Enrolment Ratio in higher education than the national average. The college strives to
improve the educational status of the rural marginalized by providing them with an
atmosphere conducive for their overall development. The college is run by the Darul
Uloom Association. The college was founded with the objective of imparting quality
education to backward minority communities in rural areas of Malabar. The organization
has always cherished value based education. The college is venturing into new avenues of
higher education. The larger enrolment of girls and minority students authenticate the
institutional commitment towards equity and inclusion.
It functioned as a single faculty college for more than 60 years. The Government of Kerala
sanctioned two degree courses i.e. M.A Islamic Finance and B.A. Functional Arabic to the
College in the year of 2015. The PG Department of Arabic of the College has been upgraded
by the University as Research Centre in Arabic in the year 2020.
The College is offering Ph.D in Arabic, M.A. Afzal ul Ulama in Arabic, M.A Islamic
Finance, B.A. Afzalul Ulama Degree in Arabic, B.A Functional Arabic and Afzal Ulama
Preliminary (a two year pre-university course). The College started six add-on courses in
2015 and few certificate/ value added courses being conducted.
The College provides its students with the opportunities for extracurricular activities for
their mental and physical enhancement.

VISION
It aims to improve the intellect and sensibility of the students by providing a conducive
learning environment. It inculcates noble values of love, compassion, tolerance and
patriotism fostering national integration and contributing towards nation building. It
strives to produce a generation of young scholars who are intellectually competent, morally
upright, and socially committed. It impels them to think critically, to broaden their
perspectives, to understand diverse viewpoints and to develop a liberal and secular social
outlook.

It seeks to enable the students to realize their full potential, to transform their
personalities, to cultivate a humanitarian outlook and to make them better human beings.
It seeks to illuminate the minds of the students with the torch of knowledge, to empower
them through proper acquisition of knowledge, and to enable them to seek truth.

MISSION
Provide value-based education and inculcate in the students’ community the ability to
utilize maximum potential to meet the challenges of a new era by inspiring them to
continue the process of learning throughout their life. Make the students’ community
committed to the greater common good. Provide quality educational programs that
integrate academic and cultural studies along with Arabic Language and Literature.
Empower the students to seek and succeed in the entire life. Promote excellent personal
manners, high civic values, and strong leadership skills. Prepare students to become good
citizens and contributing members of society. Guide students to develop life skills and
interests. By providing value-based education coupled with state-of-the-art infrastructure,
the college offers a conducive learning environment to effectively meet the challenges
posed by modern times. With individualized attention given to every student, the college
seeks to bring out the best in everyone. By promoting extracurricular and communityoriented activities, students are enlightened about their civic duties which would enable
them to contribute to the nation-building process.
The college aims at equipping the rural community with essential professional skills that
could open up vistas of opportunities. IQAC, Staff Council, and PTA are made responsible to
confirm that the curricular and extracurricular activities fall in line with the set of vision
and mission of the college which is reflective of the National Education Policy 2020 stresses
the importance of multidisciplinary educational institutions. From a college that provided
courses only in Arabic Language and Literature, the college has now gained a
multidisciplinary face by offering new courses in English, Finance, and Travel and Tourism.
The college is set out to become a truly multidisciplinary center of learning that would act
as a beacon of hope for every section of society.

AIMS
1. To determine and prescribe our own courses of study and syllabi, and restructure and
redesign the courses to suit local needs
2. To prescribe rules for admission in consonance with the reservation policy of the state
government;
3. To use modern tools of educational technology to achieve higher standards and greater
creativity;
4. To evolve methods of assessment of students performance, the conduct of
examinations and notification of results;
5. To promote healthy practices such as community service, extension activities, projects
for the benefit of the society at large, neighborhood programs.

OBJECTIVES
1. To diversify, restructure and redesign the courses so as to meet the local/global
demands
2. To formulate the Institutional Admission Process and Guidelines
3. To achieve excellence in the methods of teaching-learning process and evaluation
Techniques using the latest technology.
4. To inculcate the spirit of Research among the students as well as Faculty
5. To integrate in the students the ennobling virtues of truth, fairness, tolerance and
cooperation that leads them to serve the underprivileged
6. To provide life skills towards a successful career, home and society.

Dr. Abdul Salam IP
Officiating Principal
Darul Uloom Arabic College
Vazhakkad
Affiliated to University of Calicut

Principal’s Message
Welcome to Darul Uloom Arabic College, an Oldest Institution that rests on strong academic
foundation, blended with a contemporary approach that seeks to mould young men and
women into successful role models. Our country is poised for takeoff, to claim her piece of
the sky and at Presidency we believe that only knowledge can give you wings. As you step
into the portals of this College, you are engulfed by our ethos of competence, discipline and
character.
Since its inception in 1871, Darul Uloom Arabic College has emphasized the need of
curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities for an all-inclusive development of
the students. To actualize them in real terms, there are various clubs, associations, cells and
committees in the College. Faculty members are entrusted with the responsibility of these
units. The multi-faceted activities planned and organized by them provide an enriching
experience which would enable the students to reach new heights in their professional life
We create atmosphere for easy learning. Well experienced and dedicated staff and ambient
environment in our college helps the student to develop all-round personality,
employability skills and guide them to achieve their goals.
We are providing B.A (Afzal Ul Ulama ), B.A Functional Arabic , MA (Post Afza Ul Ulama)
and MA Islamic Finance and Add on Courses and Certificate courses. The students are
equipped with broaden vision about the ‘Government schemes’ and financial assistance
from all other agencies. We motivate women students particularly, to pursue higher studies
so that they will have a vision to face day to day challenges of life confidently. Our college
develops social responsibility among the students by conducting various programs through
Clubs which helps not only our students but also local educated for developing
employability skills.

For overall personality development of the students NSS, Sports facility and Cultural
activities are being conducted every year, Waste Water Management, Water Harvesting,
Solar Energy etc…
College provides our students with enhanced global visibility, a wide range of contacts and
professionals networking opportunities (MOU‘s), academic scholarships, cost beneﬁcial
services, information and necessary guidance.
College has dedicated and competent teaching faculty which is always on toes for well base
development of the students. Our aim is to create ideal students and good citizens of India. I
wish all of you a hearty welcome and all the best for your future at D.U.A Campus.
Thank you!

REPORT 2019-2020
With immense pleasure and pride, we would like to attach herewith the annual report of
remarkable achievements and steady progress made by the College in the academic year of
2019-20
This institution offers a total of five programs including two post graduate Programs, two
graduate programs and an undergraduate program (preliminary) which is equaling to
Higher Secondary education, recognized by University of Calicut. With the upgrading of the
Arabic PG Department into a Research Department in Feb,2019 duly sanctioned by the
University of Calicut (U.O. number 10545/2019/admin), our student strength increased to
230.
Due to Covid-19 pandemic, being a responsible educational institution, we are entitled to
oblige to follow the directions of central and state governments, which in turn forced us to
cut short several programs we have vehemently envisaged.

The strength of staff in this institution is as follows:
Teaching Faculty: 17
Non-Teaching: 5
Technical support: 1
During this year the remaining classrooms also turned ICT enabled, staff rooms have been
renovated. More recreation facilities are opened for students and staff as well.

College Union
College Union Election
College Union Elections officially start with the appointment of a Returning Officer by the
Principal. The Returning Officer, typically a senior faculty member, is responsible for the
overall planning and execution of the election procedure. After the Returning Officer
notifies the presidential electoral procedures and dates concerned, contestants file their
nominations that are verified by the Returning Officer. In the first phase, representatives
from each constituency (class) are elected in a process presided by Presiding Officers. In
the second and final phase, students directly elect candidates to the eight general posts that
form the Students’ Union.

ELECTED CANDIDATES OF COLLEGE UNION 2019-2020
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mubashir P (Chairman)
Mufeeda VP (Vice Chair Person)
Saidalavi V (General Secretary)
Fida TP (Joint secretary)
Safwan TP (U.U.C)
Muhammed Anas KP (General Captain)
Muhammed Shabeeb (Fine Arts Secretary)
Ayman Bin Ashraf (Students Editor)

CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
1. Fathima MK (BA afzal-ul-ulama 1sem)
2. Fahroosa A (BA afzal-ul-ulama 3sem)
3. Rimshad MK (BA afzal-ul-ulama 5sem)
4. Muhammed Yoonus N (BA functional Arabic 1sem)
5. Favas (BA functional Arabic 3sem)
6. Afrah Faisal (BA functional Arabic 5sem)
7. Sakeena Oulad (MA Post afzal-ul-ulama 1sem)
8. Shamil K (MA Post afzal-ul-ulama 3sem)
9. Rija Mol P (MA Islamic Finance 1sem)
10. Muhammed Shakir KC (MA Islamic Finance 3sem)
Activities of the college union “HAMRA” were inaugurated by the District Panchayath
Member Mr. TP Ashraf Ali on 29-10-2019. The Elected candidates pledged the slogans
under College principal’s coordination.
Note: This Year’s Annual Day Stage Programs have not been conducted due to the
Government restrictions regarding Covid-19 pandemic.

SAYANG’20 ANNUAL ARTS FEST
The fine arts day “SAYANG’20” were inaugurated on 24-02-2020 by KAMAL C NAJMUL
(Malayalam Literacy Writer & Thinker) and SHIFA (senate member) attended as a Chief
Guest. Mr. Kalabhavan Satheesh Edavannappara (Mimicry Artist) was the chief guest on the
second day of arts fest. Students from the College conducted various types of cultural
programs on the days of arts.

HAMREVA’20 ANNUAL SPORTS AND GAMES
Annual sports and games ‘HAMREVA’20’ were inaugurated on 23-01-2020 by Mr. JOSEPH
MUKRI (Ghana National League Player) and the students from Darul Uloom Arabic College
participated in various types of sports and games items.
Students union 2019-2020 Launched College Football Team Jersey and its Distributed to
the Football team members by College principal Dr. Abdul Salam IP on the day of annual
sports day.

Intra College Football Tournament:
Intra College Football Tournament was conducted by students union 2019-2020 on 28-102019 at College football ground. Each Class participated as separate teams. Trophies for the
winners are distributed by Non Teaching Staff Mr. Noufal Koyappathody.

PG Association Inauguration:
The College PG Association was inaugurated by Mr. Philip Mampad (Civil Police Officer,
Social Media Influencer) on 5-september-2019. College prinicipal Dr. Abdul Salam IP
delivered chair of the program. Students Union Chairman Mr. Mubashir P Delivers welcome
speech.

Discussion on CAA and NRC:
By the time of new sanctioned rule by parliament and there are so many confusions and
problems happening in entire country, Our students union led an open discussion on this
topic CAA and NRC on the day of 16-12-2019.

Calligraphy Competition:
The College Union of Darul Uloom was conducted a Calligraphy competition among the
students on 18-12-2019. HOD Mr. Abdussalam PC was the chair of the program.

Volley Ball Tournament:
Under the Students union of the College the sports club conducted a volley ball tournament
on 31-01-2020 at college ground. Each class attended as separate team.

Badminton Championship:
The sports club under college union conducted Badminton championship on 06-02-2020.
Prizes distributed to the winners by College principal.

EID and ONAM Cultural Fest:
The cultural festivals EID and ONAM were celebrated in College by union 2019-2020 on 0608-2019. There are several programs and games conducted by union on this day. Both
cultural festivals are celebrated in college every year respectively.

MEHANDI Fest:
On 10-08-2019 the college union Conducted Mehandi Fest for girls in the college. Every
girls students from the college participated in this competition. Winners are awarded by
College principal.

GHANDI JAYANDHI DAY:
For the celebration of GHANDI JAYANDHI on 01-10-2019 students union was conducted a
essay writing competition among the students. The prizes for winners are distributed by
College principal.

Honoring PHD holder:
Dr. Moideenkutty Madathil (Asst. professor in Arabic) honored by students union on his
achievement of PHD in Arabic Language on 10-10-2019 at College auditorium.

CURRICULUM PROSPECTS OF THE COLLEGE
The following are the study programs offered by this institution. All these programs comply
with the choice-based credit semester system of the University of Calicut.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Afzal Ul Ulama Preliminary
B.A. Afzal Ul Ulama in Arabic
B.A Function Arabic
M.A Afzal Ulama
M.A Islamic Finance
PhD in Arabic

As an affiliated college under the University of Calicut, we are obliged to follow the syllabi
and the academic calendar of the university. All programs offered by various departments
of this institution strictly adhere to university rules and regulations. Though new
departments or programs are not started in this academic year, we plan to get approval for
a few new generation courses.
A systematic feedback recording system from students, parents and all concerned parties
including the Alumni is active in the college.
Teaching and Learning
Among the faculties, 12 are permanent teachers, and the remaining 5 are lecturers on the
contract. There is 5 non-teaching staff. College is also supported by 1 technical staff.

DEPARTMENTS
DEPARTMENT OF ARABIC
The Department of Arabic came into existing in the starting of our college and is offering
M.A Post Afzal-ul-ulama and B.A Afzal-ul-ulama, since its inception the Department of
Arabic has been at the forefront of organizing various academic programs and Language
based literacy programs also.
The major programs organized by the Department of Arabic in 2019-2020:
In 2019-2020 academic years the department of Arabic conducted various types of
academic, cultural and literal programs.

1. Observed Reading Day: The department of Arabic in Darul Uloom Arabic College
Celebrated the world Observed Reading day on 19-06-2019. The College principal
Dr. Abdul Salam IP inaugurated the program and HOD Mr. Abdussalam PC lead the
program and awards are distributed to the students who had read the most number
of book.
2. Arabic language day: The department of Arabic in Darul Uloom Arabic College
Celebrated the Arabic Language Day on 18-12-2019. College principal Dr. Abdul
Salam IP inaugurated the program. The participations of students in the program
were remarkable. The students in the Arabic department showed their Arabic
language proficiency through speeches and songs etc...
3. Student Teacher Program: The department of Arabic and Islamic Finance selected
the most brilliant students from each class and assigned them the responsibility to
teach the slow learners in their class. This concept continues at the end of the
academic year.
4. Students support program (SSP): The department of Arabic in Darul Uloom
Arabic College conducted a program called Learn2Learn for the academic
uplifment of slow learners on 26-06-2019. College principal Dr. Abdul Salam IP
inaugurated the program and Mr. Mohammed Irshad (Psychological trainer &
Mentor) who lead the session.
5. Workshop on Learning Management System: Arabic department in college
conducted a one day workshop on learning management system on 16-09-19. HOD
Mr. Abdussalam PC inaugurated the program and Assist. Prof. Mr. Sahadudheen VP
led the session.
6. Meet With Higher: Arabic department in college conducted a life skill & life
management program Meet with higher on 10-12-19. Mr. Muhammed Asif TK
(trainer and Mentor) gave the remarkable life skill management class to students.

DEPARTMENT OF ISLAMIC FINANCE
The Department of Islamic Finance came into existing in the year 2015-16 and is offering
M.A Islamic Finance, since its inception the Department of Islamic Finance has been at the
forefront of organizing various academic programs and Students Startups on relevant
Economic issues.

The major programs organized by the Department of Islamic Finance in 2019-2020:
1. Two Day National Seminar: The department of Islamic finance in Darul Uloom
Arabic college, Vazakkad has successfully organized two day national seminar on
"Islamic finance and sustainable socio- economic development" in collaboration
with chair for Islamic studies and research, University of Calicut. The historical
program was held on 15th and 16th November 2019 at the college auditorium.
Well-known academicians, management consultants, scholars and business
delegates have addressed various sessions. The presidential address was done by
the College principal Dr. Abdul Salam IP and the program was inaugurated by Mr.
Mohammed Irfan Ahmed the honorable member of Hajj committee of India. The
presence of Mrs. Nusrat Jahan (chairperson of happy voice, New Delhi) as the chief
guest and Dr. Khalid Wahid (Assistant professor, BSACIST, Chennai) who performed
the keynote address fetched more beauty to the session.
2. Group Discussion: The department of Islamic finance in Darul Uloom Arabic
College, Vazakkad has successfully organized a Group Discussion on the topic of
“Merits and Demerits of Digital Currency”. Program was held on 14 Aug 2019 and
the sessions inaugurated by College principal Dr. Abdul Salam IP and HOD Mr.
Shuhaib Marukara Lead the Discussion.
3. Department Seminar: The Islamic finance department conducted batch wise
seminars on 19 Sep 2019 onwards through year wise and HOD Mr. Shuhaib
Marukara Lead the seminars. Every Students from Islamic Finance Department
presented verity of seminar presentation.
4. Student Teacher Program: The department of Arabic and Islamic Finance selected
the most brilliant students from each class and assigned them the responsibility to
teach the slow learners in their class. This concept continues at the end of the
academic year.

Membership in Professional Bodies
NAME

DEPARTMENT

PROFESSIONAL BODIES

DR. ABDUL SALAM IP ARABIC

INTERNATIONAL
ARABIC
LANGUAGE
FEDERATION LEBANON (UNESCO)

DR. ABDUL SALAM IP ARABIC

AL INDIA ASSOCIATION OF ARABIC TEACHERS
AND SCHOLARS

DR. ABDUL SALAM IP ARABIC

ASSOCIATION KERALA PRINCIPLES COUNCILS

DR. ABDUL SALAM IP ARABIC

CHAIRMAN. SCORE FOUNDATION OF INDIA

DR. ABDUL SALAM IP ARABIC

ABILITY FOUNDATION

DR. ABDUL SALAM IP ARABIC

ALL INDIA FIQH ACADEMY

DR. ABDUL SALAM IP ARABIC

INTO ARAB CULTURAL RELATIONS

MR.
PC

ABDUSSALAM ARABIC

ARABIC SCHOLARS OF INDIA.

MR.
PC

ABDUSSALAM ARABIC

MEMBER IN ESCO CLUB.

DR. MOIDEENKUTTY ARABIC
MADATHIL

ARABIC SCHOLARS OF INDIA.

DR. MOIDEENKUTTY ARABIC
MADATHIL

MEMBER IN JANASHREE MISSION KERALA

DR. MOIDEENKUTTY ARABIC
MADATHIL

MEMBER IN RASHTRA DARSHAN COMMITTEE

MR. SATHAR K

ALL KERALA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

LIBRARY

CERTIFICATE COURSES AND ADD-ON COURSES 2019-2020:
The Proposed Certificate, Diploma and the advanced Diploma Courses offered by
Department of Arabic, Darul Uloom Arabic College, Vazhakkad in Translation Skills in
Arabic and English and Arabic for Tours and Travels are Career Oriented add on Course.
Each of these courses funded and sponsored by the University Grants Commission (UGC),
New Delhi.
Arabic is a Classical Semitic Language. Unlike other Classical Languages, it is still playing a
lively role in our communication effectively. In the modern period its importance is
increasing day by day. Arabic is used far and wide all over the world. It is a recognized
Language in the UNO bodies.
Translation is wide door opened to livelihood for the skilled bilingual Scholars in Arabic
and English. The Career oriented course is designed to meet the requirements of those who
aspire for translation and secretarial jobs abroad Arabic for Tours and Travels course is
another are getting importance. The skilled persons are highly wanted even in countries
like USA, Britain and aristocratic. There are many opportunities in India also.
1. Certificate in Arabic for Tours & Travels
2. Diploma in Arabic for Tours & Travels
3. Advanced Diploma in Arabic for Tours & Travels
4. Certificate in Translation skills in English & Arabic
5. Diploma in Translation skills in English & Arabic
6. Advanced Diploma in Translation skills in English & Arabic

Diploma in Computer Application:
Centre for continuing Education in Kerala (CCEK) is an autonomous body established by
Govt. of Kerala in the year 1998 vides G.O. (MS) no. 9/98 to promote continuing education
in engineering college, polytechnics, arts and science colleges in the state of Kerala. CCEK
conducting more than 19 courses in engineering college’s polytechnics arts and science
colleges. Darul Uloom Arabic College is a Sub Centre of CCEK and conducting DCA (Diploma

in Computer Application) course. This course is approved by the Govt. of Kerala vide G.O.
(MS) 37/2012 of the Personal and Administrative Reforms Department, as a qualification
for the appointments through Kerala Public Service Commission (KPSC).

Domestic Data Entry Operator:
National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) is a not-for-profit public limited company
incorporated on July 31, 2008 under section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956 (corresponding
to section 8 of the Companies Act, 2013). NSDC was set up by Ministry of Finance as Public
Private Partnership (PPP) model. The Government of India through Ministry of Skill
Development & Entrepreneurship (MSDE) holds 49% of the share capital of NSDC, while
the private sector has the balance 51% of the share capital.
NSDC aims to promote skill development by catalyzing creation of large, quality and forprofit vocational institutions. Further, the organization provides funding to build scalable
and profitable vocational training initiatives. Its mandate is also to enable support system
which focuses on quality assurance, information systems and train the trainer academies
either directly or through partnerships. NSDC acts as a catalyst in skill development by
providing funding to enterprises, companies and organizations that provide skill training.
Darul Uloom Arabic College is an approved skill training Centre of NSDC As a part of DCA
course NSDC provides Domestic Data Entry Operator certificates those who pass the DCA
Course successfully.

Other Certificate Courses:
1. Certificate Course in writing skill Arabic
2. Certificate Course in D.T.P
3. Certificate Course in Life skill & Life management
4. Certificate Course in Spoken English
Internal Examination:
This year the college conducted two internal examinations in September and January
respectively.

DAY CELEBRATIONS:
Darul Uloom Arabic College, Vazhakkad is upfront in celebrating Extracurricular and
curricular day’s.
Independence Day:
The College celebrates Independence Day on 15th August to keep alive the memory of the
great sacrifices of our forefathers. The principal hoists the national flag and renders a
message on the importance of the day. Activities such as campus cleaning, food
distribution, etc. are conducted on the same day.

Republic Day:
College has been celebrated the republic day of our country on 26-1-2020 by flagon and
sweet distribution. Union chairman Mr. Mubashir wafi gives a republic day related speech.

Human Rights Day:
Human rights day celebrated on 10-12-2019 in College auditorium. Mr. Abdurahiman NA
Vazhakkad came as chief guest to this program. Dr. Abdul Salam IP principal sir
inaugurated the program. Staff secretary Mr. Muhammed Basheer BK gives awareness class
about Human rights.

Aids day:
On 1-12-2019 College celebrated Worlds Aids day at Campus. Students wear aids day
badge on their uniform. Students made a model of aids day logo. Principal gives a
awareness speech about aids disease and personal hygiene.

Children’s Day:
The students of Darul Uloom Arabic College celebrated Children’s Day on 14-11-2019 at
‘Anganvaadi’ Vazhakkad, (Kinder garden). Treated the children in kinder garden school
with sweets, balloons and games.

Environment Day:
The College has taken action on celebrating world Environment day on 05-06-2019 with
collaboration of NSS unit in college and College Union by planting 100 plants on college
compound.

World Arabic Day:
Darul Uloom Arabic College Celebrated the World Arabic Day on 18-12-2019 with
collaboration of students union 2019-2020 at College auditorium. Mr. Hafiz Sayyid Jalal
Thangal OM (famous Arabic orator) attended as chief guest and our principal inaugurated
the program. HOD mr. Abdussalam PC led as chair of the session.

Palliative Care Day:
On October 9, 2019 our College Palliative unit with the collaboration of NSS unit celebrated
the World palliative care day. Students collected some sort of money and donated to
Vazhakkad panchayat Palliative care unit.

Yoga Day:
With the collaboration of NSS unit the college celebrated World Yoga Day on 21 June 2019
at college auditorium.
National Youth Day:
The maker of modern India The Students on Alert (SOA) of DUA College conducted an
evening talk on the topic ‘Jawaharlal Nehru: The maker of modern India’ to discuss the role
played by our first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru inbounding modern India.

Gandhi Jayanthi:
Gandhi Jayanthi is celebrated in the institution to remember the exemplary hero of the
nation. The college organizes different programs like 'clean campus', quiz competition,
lectures, etc. to disseminate the values observed by the father of the nation.

National Teachers day celebration:
Darul uloom Arabic College is celebrating Teachers’ Day annually on September 5 to mark
the birthday of the country’s former President Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, who was born
on this day in 1888. As part of the day students are celebrating the day with wide verity
programs that shows the importance of teachers.

ANNUAL GENDER SENSITIZATION ACTION PLAN:
Gender equality and non-discrimination are fundamental human rights and essential
components of a healthy, peaceful and prosperous world. Gender equality, gender balance
and diversity are the responsibility of the institution. The institution has given equal
opportunities to all individuals irrespective of gender, race, caste, color, creed, language,
religion, political or other opinions, national or social origin, property and other social
statuses.
General objectives:
●Conducted workshops that promote diversity and gender-sensitive communication for
members and employees.
● Enhancing leadership quality among students.
● Conducted activities for empowering women.
● Promote equal representation in all institutional activities.
● Ensure equal importance to all students in teaching-learning activities.
● Provide equitable platforms in all extra-curricular activities.
● Build a safe and secure environment for all students especially for girls.
● Conducted skills enhancement programs.
● Work out schemes for career enhancement.
Gender equity cell
A Gender equity cell operates in the college under the supervision of the Principal. The
activities of the cell focus on enhancing the overall development of the students, especially
girls. The cell operates in a consistent manner, with the help of a predetermined action

plan. The action plan is prepared at the beginning of each academic year focusing on the
various possibilities that promote gender equity. The cell monitors the execution and
evaluation of the outcomes of every activity mentioned in the action plan.

International women’s Day Celebration and Honoring Ceremony:
College Women’s Development Cell (WDC) and Students Union jointly celebrated
International Women’s day and they honored the pink police (women’s police) in
Vazhakkad Police Station on 08-03-2020. College Chair person Mrs. Mufeeda VP welcomed
all the Pink Police from Vazhakkad Police station.

Old Age Home Visit:
Old Age Home Visit: WDC conducted a visit at old age asylum of Pandikkad near Manjery.
The team interacted with them .students conducted different arts programs on the day .the
college principal inaugurated the function. The visit was capable to foster humanity. 40
students participated in the program.
WDC conducted a visit at old age asylum at Kozhikode. The team interacted with them.
Students conducted cultural programs on the day .The visit was capable to foster humanity
and mutual understanding. Their interaction with the inmates was an opener to both of
them. 40 students participated.

Career Guidance Cell:
It is in this context the college decided to address these issues by introducing a special
program to make awareness to students. It is an amalgamation of various training and
coaching programs to redirect the students to the path of the new era of knowledge, where
the students will learn new courses, prepare for competitive exams and get ready to face
the future with all the inspiration, ambition and courage. The college has got a mechanism
to provide career guidance to assist them to qualify various national/State government
examinations.
The college career guidance cell conducts continuous orientation programs for career
enhancement and intensive coaching for clearing competitive exams for students without

any cost. The programs mainly focused on exams like KTET, NET and KPSC. It helped many
students to become part of such activities since it is free of cost.

NSS (National Service Scheme)
Well functioning unit No. 60 of National Service Scheme in the college is concentrating on
the development of readiness to service and social commitment among its volunteers. This
unit conducts programs on personality development, legal literacy, women empowerment,
adulterants psychology, palliative care and other relevant areas in service to humanity.
This unit also conducted programs on specific important days to create awareness among
the student community. The units prove to be an inevitable part in all the every special
occasions of the institution. The units render its services within the college and the adopted
village through surveys, rallies, and different awareness programs. They are dedicated to
find out the problems of the inmates of adopted village and ensure remedies in a nascent
way. NSS volunteers instigated a vegetable farm in the college premises with diversified
crops which give them handful of joy and pleasure at the time of harvest. Annual special
camps are much remembered by their services like constructing shelters to the needy,
making sewages, play grounds, constructing pathways and roads and cleaning plastic and
other needless from notable places. These activities shower relief to humankind and
develop the personality of the volunteers.
On 23/12/2019 the NSS unit of College conducted a cleaning drive and plastic free village
campaign at Thiruthiyad, Vazhayoor pachayath. 50 students participated in the program.
They cleaned, distributed pamphlets and led awareness classes and pasted posters of the
same in the locality.

Vegetable Harvest:
In 2019-2020 The college NSS volunteers and Bhoomitra sena Club harvested vegetables
from its farm situated near Mananchira,Kozhikode as part of its campaign entitled
‘Mannina Ariyan. The place, presently belongs to shabandri real estate, is the back
courtyard of Calicut Central Library. The crops include chilly, tomato, ladies finger,
cauliflower etc. It was sold in market in order to meet day to day expenditure of the unit.
The program aims at cultivation of vegetables in arid land and awareness of the same
among students. Prof. Abdussalam PC, NSS program officer, led the students. 25 volunteers
took part in the auspicious occasion. Aboobacker Sidhique from Thiruvannoor led .S
Swapna,C M Salih, S Muhammed Yoonus and Dr. Abdul Latheef participated.

Anti-drugs Campaign:
Darul Uloom NSS unit organized a variety of programs on narcotics abuse. A campaign was
launched on 25Feb 2020 to safeguard young generation from drug abuse. Prof. Abdul
Salam PC and Abdul Kareem led awareness sessions as part of the campaign, in addition to
pamphlet distribution and display of placards showing hazards of drug addiction. 50
students participated.

AIDS Awareness Campaign:
On 2019-december As part of AIDS Awareness Campaign a procession was flagged off by
the college principal from Iqrah hospital to Cheeni bazaar . It included awareness sessions
for the public and the college students, promotional video and audio circulation and
various online advertisements. 50 students participated.

Grocery Kit Distribution:
Grocery Kit Distribution: Grocery kits were distributed among flood affected region of
Nilamboor.Those 250 grocery kits were distributed by the volunteers themselves exactly
like the fund collection, the venture was made possible by the volunteer’s savings from
various sources. AbdussalamMP and Noufal participated in the program. 20 volunteers
took part in the occasion.

Swatch Bharath Abiyan:
NSS volunteers cleaned Vazhakkad Street and its suburbs as part of Swatch BharathAbiyan.
50 Volunteers participated in this mission. NSS program officers, IP Abdussalam and
Abdussalam PC led the students. It was a step to manage solid waste and cleanliness.

Palliative Fund Collection Drive:
SIP volunteers of DarulUloom Arabic College collaborated with Palliative Care Clinic,
Vazhakkad in a cash collection drive at various places as part of Palliative Day on
15/01/2020. Students handed over the same to palliative care Clinic. Collection boxes
were fixed in all the classes with the help of SIP volunteers. Volunteers handed over the

collected amount to Vazhakkad palliative care unit. This helped to form a friendly
relationship with Vazhakkad palliative care unit and its various functions.20 volunteers
participated in this venture.

Ardhrum Jangheeyam Project:
Under students union and NSS unit of the college with the collaboration of family health
care center Vazhakkad was conducted a program for students “ill free lifestyle for students”
on 13-02-2020 at college auditorium.

Medical Camp:
On 13-02-2020 a medical camp conducted by NSS unit with the collaboration of family
health care center Vazhakkad, for students. Health care Dr provided classes for students for
the personal hygiene.

Cleaning and Plastic-free Village Drive:
NSS special annual special camp ,which was conducted at Vazhayoor, Thiruthiyad,stands
out from other regular works of the unit in terms of its neighborhood support and its
relentless service to the region .28 dedicated NSS volunteers participated in the camp. Its
proposed projects were cleaning and plastic free village drive. Campers enjoyed whole
hearted support from health and agriculture department in addition to neighborhood of
the camp site. Registration process was started at 09.00 am and volunteers proceeded to
collect various resources for the days to come .Volunteers had reached the site by 04.00
pm .After setting up accommodation , kitchen and other amenities, they proceeded to
inaugural session which was started with NSS song. Special attention was given to inculcate
inter-personal skills and personality development through various sessions like yoga,
cultural programs and other rapport building activities with neighborhood community.
Eminent talks, experience sharing and guidance of teachers were special. Cleaning drive
and plastic free village campaign was initiated by NSS unit of the college at thiruthiyad,
Vazhayoor pachayath included cleaning, distribution of pamphlets, awareness sessions on
eco-friendly lifestyle etc. The camping was concluded with national anthem in addition to
declaration of the proposed project – plastic free village.

Clean Campus:
NSS unit of Darul Uloom Arabic College Conducted 2 days program Clean Campus at
campus on 02-01-2020. NSS unit of the campus cleaned the campus environment and
planted new plants in campus.

CERT- Community Emergency Response Team
Is an advisory team to nurture a set of dedicated, trained and self -motivated volunteers
who discharge duties and scientifically. The major functions of this is to educate the
volunteers in disaster preparedness for hazards that may impact their area and trains them
in basic disaster response skills such as fire safety, light search and rescue ,team
organization and disaster medical operations. It also train students, staff and faculty for
campus and support emergency management in various situations. It trains personal
safety, fire suppression and safety and transportation of patients for better treatment. The
members of Community emergency response team participate in soft skill training,
drills, personality development etc.

Flood Disaster area visit and distribution of food kit:
The community emergency response team of Darul Uloom Arabic College visited the flood
disaster area at Nilambur, Kavalapara, and visited the refugee camp and distributed relief
kit.

VAQ Walkathon:
On 20-11-2019 VAQ Dialysis Centre, based at Vazhakkad , is an organization dedicated to
work for philanthropy. It has initiated annual fund raising walkathon in January. College
CERT wing and NSS volunteers took part in the walkathon that proposed to raise money
and spread awareness on such noble cause, in 2020 too. 25 students participated in the
walkathon.

Ramadan Ifthar Meet:
CERT of DUAC organized an Ifthar meet during Ramzan. It was a meeting of the college
fraternity and its well wishers. The meeting was beneficial enough to bond brotherhood
and co-operation .It was a place to discuss more about charity and extend our helping hand
to needy as well. There were hundred students in the ceremony.

Free Kidney Diagnosis Camp:
Darul Uloom Arabic College CERT in collaboration with Helping Hands Trust, Kozhokkode
conducted one day free Kidney Diagnosis camp for the people of Vazhakkad. The program
included awareness session on new life style and chronic kidney disorders. It also focused
on various symptoms of the disease and preventive measures to safeguard. 20 committed
students volunteered for the successful functioning.

Tribal visit and food kit distribution
The college conducted a tribal visit and food and dress distribution to the natives of
Akambadam region of Malappuram district. The main intention of this program is to create
awareness among students regarding cultural and communal inclusiveness. It also helps to
understand the standard of living of the tribal community.

Blood Group Detection
The college has conducted a blood group collection program as part of Ardram Health
Project. Students in the college have been saving the lives of many by voluntarily donating
blood as per the requirements of nearby hospitals and health centers.

Flood Relief Work
In the year 2018 and 2019, Kerala has been under serious impact of incessant rainfall and
flooding. Heavy rainfall caused severe landslides. We had witnessed total desolation of
many areas in the state. Our District, Malappuram is one of the seriously affected areas.
Most of the areas affected severe casualties. Many of the families were isolated and become
helpless and even homeless. Their rehabilitation was a serious challenge to our
Government. Our college authority, with the help of our students, came forward with their

sincere effort to help the deprived. Our students initiated cleaning drive at the college,
college hostel and its suburbs after the flood. The volunteers visited the flood rehabilitation
camp at GUP School, Vazhakkad and provided food, dress and essentials for them. Our
students helped to sanitize the flood hit wells of the region. Along with this, a group of
students visited several affected places and help to clean the houses and buildings.

The institution assesses the learning levels of the students and organizes
special Programs for advanced learners and slow learners:
In every academic year our institution try to find the competencies and caliber of the newly
admitted students are regularly. Evaluated through department level specific programs
immediately after the admission process. At the end of the bridge course, there would be
an examination conducted by each department to assess the multilevel ability of the
students in MCQ model and subsequently categorize them as slow learners and advanced
learners based on their performance in the examination
An orientation program is also conducted under the supervision of IQAC for the fresher’s to
bridge them towards the university curriculum and framework. Special sessions are also
devoted in the program to sensitive students in the college academic and co-curricular
activities and to explain program outcome along with the description of the vision and
mission of the institution.
Bridge Courses: Bridge courses are conducted by different departments to find out slow
learners and advanced learners. Special bridge course in programming is conducted by the
department of Islamic finance and Arabic.
Special programs for slow learners
Parent-Student Counseling:
Once identified, the parents of slow learners are informed about their wards in academic
performance and career attainment, through special meetings individually and collectively.
They are also advised with corrective measures to their ward in various academic as well
as co-curricular disabilities.

Student Teacher Program:
The department of Arabic and Islamic Finance selected the most brilliant students from
each class and assigned them the responsibility to teach the slow learners in their class.

Skill Enhancement Program:
The Department of Economics and English conducted group discussions and debates to
enhance communicative ability, subject mastering and current updates in the subject.

Students support program (SSP):
Department of Arabic conducted program Learn2Learn for the upliftment of slow
learners.

Remedial coaching:
Under IQAC, all the departments organize special coaching classes and provide essential
learning materials for slow learners.

Special programs for advanced learners
Meet with Scholar:
An Initiative of Higher Education, Government of Kerala. Since its introduction the
programs has been invoked in the college for providing proper guidance to graduate
students having brilliant academic records.

Seminars and Workshops:
Departments are collectively organizing co-extra Curriculam program like national/
international seminars, workshops, invited lectures, etc. to provide more enhanced
learning experience to advanced learners.

ALSP (Advanced Learners Special Programs):
Arabic Department organized UGC NET, KTET coaching, speaking skills enhancement
program. by making use of the expertise of the advanced learners under the supervision of
department faculties.

Certificate courses:
Various departments are offering certificate/ add-on courses to enrich the knowledge base
of advanced learners. Such as certificate in Arabic for tours and travels, certificate in
translation skills in English and Arabic.

College library:
Darul Uloom Arabic College library has started functioning along with the college inception
itself. Our library supports the teaching and other educational function of the D.U.A college
programs and creates a conductive learning environment for its users through the
acquisition and management of materials including but not limiting to books, periodicals
and electronic resources. The holdings of the library are intended for the use of the college
faculty, staff and students. The sole objective is to serve the right information to the right
user at the right time.Is facilitated with a specialized pool of learning materials to prepare
for competitive examinations. Also E-Library facilities opend for the Advanced Learners.
Award/ Endowment Distribution:
The toppers of each semester are honored by awarding special endowments on the
occasions of the college-level programs.

Students Palliative:
Students Initiative in Palliative Care (SIP) is a student initiation for manifestation of
community participation in palliative care. Participation of student community in palliative
care is possible as Social participation towards a common public good is always an integral
character of student communities around the globe. Engaging of students in palliative care
has a dual advantage. One is that their energy can be utilised for the benefits of patients
with chronic disease. Another is that, Inculcating the spirit of care can have a positive effect
on the attitude of students. With this idea, the Pain and Palliative society started its
students in care programme. DUA College SIP unit organised various activities in
collaboration with Pain and Palliative Centre, Vazhakkad like fund collection drive for the
Kidney patients, calibration of palliative day, home visit, etc.
Darul Uloom Arabic College Students Initiative Palliative (SIP) unit during the academic
year 2019-2020 with the collaboration of Palliative Care Clinic Vazhakkad collected money
for palliative care activities, palliative home care, fix collection boxes and cleaning during
the flood time.

Birds Club:
Birds Club International is a non-profit organization that aims at promoting interest in
birds, conservation of nature and the environment through public campaigning and
education. Birds are beautiful, inspirational, appeals to all geographies and also serve as
excellent flagships and vital environmental indicators of the climate and weather
conditions of a place. By focusing on birds, and the sites and habitats on which they depend,
the Birds Club International aims to improve the quality of life for birds, other wildlife
(biodiversity), and for the people

Literacy Club:
The Literary Club of DUA College helps the students to improve their speaking, reading and
writing skills. The Literary Club has been an ongoing and active club for several years.
Literary club helps the students to develop their self -efficacy, confidence and enhance their
general knowledge. Literary club aims to develop creative skills in students. It offers
opportunities to appreciate different types of literature and increase their own literary
skills. Club members meet to discuss books and the craft of writing. Some members choose
to share their writings during the meetings, therefore starting many discussions. At times
we critique each other's work and offer suggestions.
The Literary Club is more than just a club for reading and writing; it is also a place where
students can come to share their insights on politics, life, and school issues. We're like a
family, sharing frustrations, trials, and happy moments. We welcome anyone and everyone
with a passion for writing, reading, and creativity. The Literary Club theme for this year is
reading, writing, and realizing.

ALUMNI ANNUAL REPORT:
The Darul Uloom Arabic College Old Student Federation (DUACOSF) is a very active Alumni
body which regularly involves in developmental activities in the college. All the previous
students are a part of the association. The mission of the Alumni Association is to connect
the alumni to the College, to provide valued services to its members, and to support the
mission of the institution. The vibrant alumni act as an extension of the socio-political and
cultural spheres. The alumni organization has a registered general committee and an
International wing which is not officially registered. The association supports the college
by contributing a substantial amount of money for the infrastructural facilities

2019-20 was another productive year for Darul Uloom Arabic College Old Student
Federation. The federation conducted a grand alumni meet on 08-02-2020 under the
leadership of A. Shoukathali president of the federation. In this programme around 200
members participated in different academic year. In this meet the federation gave a grand
sent off party to the reteiring teachers Prof.MT Ayisha and Prof.NA Rahman. This meet also
honored the Genius students of the college.

Note: In the period of covid-19 pandemic Digital materials are provided to the students also
to supplement classroom teaching/virtual teaching. This exposure is clearly reflecting in their
learning experience. During live video sessions, students are given the opportunity to raise
their questions and clarifications regarding the topic of the class. Online tests are conducted
and e-assignments are given through “Google class Room and EdModo.” With the help of
“YouTube” platform class room video lecture sessions are uploaded and shared through the
students in covid-19 period. Online assignments and seminars are submitted by students with
the help of Edmodo application. The examination wing of the college has been conducting
online examinations for all departments in a centralized manner. Concerns and complaints of
the students regarding the conduct of the examination and results of the examination will be
properly addressed by the examination wing through the grievance cell of the college. As the
seminar presentation is an essential part of the course and subject, every department
randomly selected students and asked them to present their assigned seminar topic by using
PowerPoint presentation as scheduled by the concerned department. Online classes and
assessments assist the teachers to utilize the available time effectively. Globally emerged
virtual learning environment is effectively utilizing in the college by making use of its state of
the art ICT facility.
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